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1. INTRODUCTION
Panel data, which consist of information gathered from the same individuals or units at several different points in time, are commonly used in the
social sciences to test theories of individual and social change. The most
important' feature of panel studies is that, in contrast to static crosssectional analyses, change is explicitly incorporated into the design so that
individual (or other unit-level) changes in a set of variables are directly
measured. Panel data may also be distinguished from two other forms of
longitudinal data (Menard, 1991): "repeated cross-section" or "trend" data,
which consist of information collected on the same variables for different
units over time; and "time series" data, which consist of observations
collected on several variables for a single unit at multiple points in time
(Ostrom, 1978). The distinctiveness of panel data is that they contain
measures of the same variables from numerous units observed repeatedly
1
through time.
This monograph provides an overview of models appropriate for the
analysis of panel data, focusing specifically on the area where panels offer
major advantages over cross-sectional research designs: the analysis of
causal interrelationships among variables. For a causal effect to exist from
variable X to variable Y, the following well-known conditions must be met
(Menard, 1991, p. 17): (a) X and Ymust covary, as evidenced in nonexperimental studies by a nonzero bivariate correlation; (b) X must precede Yin
time; and (c) the relationship must not be "spurious," or produced by X and
Y's joint association with a third variable or set of variables. Successful
causal inference also depends on the accurate measurement of the variables
of interest because statistical estimation of causal effects will yield incorrect results when random or nonrandom measurement errors in observed
variables are not taken into account (Berry & Feldman, 1985; Carmines &
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Zeller, 1979). Cross-sectional data can provide evidence regarding the first
condition of covariation, but their usefulness in providing evidence regarding time precedence and nonspuriousness, and in specifying models that
correct for measurement error in the variables, is much more limited. As
will become evident, panel data offer decided advantages in all of these
areas.
In cross-sectional analyses, the measurement of variables at a single time
point makes it difficult to establish temporal order, and hence to rule out
the possibility that covariation between X and Y is produced by Y causing
X, or through a reciprocal causal relationship. By contrast, the observation
of X and Y through time on the same units in panel analyses enables the
researcher to specify certain models that necessarily satisfy the time
precedence criterion, that is, where prior values of each variable may affect
later values of the other. Further, in instances where reciprocal causality is
suspected, the panel analyst may estimate nonrecursive models with feedback effects between variables with fewer restrictive assumptions than in
the cross-sectional case. Panel data are also useful in controlling for the
effects of outside variables that may render the relationship between X and
Y either partially or fully spurious. Whereas spurious association in crosssectional analysis can be tested only by actually including the outside
variables in the statistical model, in panel studies certain patterns of
spuriousness caused by unmeasured factors may also be tested against the
data. Finally, measurement error models can be estimated with panel data
with fewer restrictive assumptions than are necessary in the cross-sectional
context, as the analyst can utilize the additional observations over time to
estimate both causal effects and measurement properties of the variables.
In all of these ways, panel designs allow more rigorous tests of causal
relations than are possible with cross-sections, and thus approximate more
closely than other observational research designs the controlled testing of
causality possible with experimental methods.
Throughout the monograph, two complementary perspectives on causal
analysis with panel data will be presented. It will be shown that panel data
offer multiple ways of strengthening the causal inference process, and
succeeding chapters will demonstrate how to estimate models that contain
a variety of lag specifications, reciprocal effects, and imperfectly measured
variables. At the same time, it will be emphasized that panel data are not a
cure-all for the problems of causal inference in nonexperimental research.
All of the procedures and models that will be presented depend on their
own set of assumptions that must be justified in a given situation. If these
assumptions are untenable or yield implausible empirical results, alterna-

tive models must be estimated and compared before the researcher can have
confidence in the causal conclusions drawn from the analyses.
Since the publication of Markus's earlier monograph in this series,
Analyzing Panel Data (1979), the literature on panel analysis has grown
tremendously- This monograph attempts to highlight the contributions
made by scholars from diverse disciplines and analytic traditions. Certain
topics, however, could not be covered adequately in a single work. The
monograph concentrates, for example, on linear models for the analysis of
interval-level dependent variables; Markus (1979, Chapter 2) provides an
introduction to techniques for the analysis of discrete panel data and Plewis
(1985, Chapters 6-7) summarizes more recent work. The discussion here
is also limited to issues of estimation and interpretation of panel models,
ignoring issues related to panel attrition and mortality and biases related
to self-selection of panel respondents. Readers are referred to Kessler and
Greenberg (1981, Chapter 12) and Menard (1991, Chapter 4) for excellent
treatments of these topics.
Readers will profit most from the presentation that follows if they are
already familiar with multiple regression analysis and causal modeling
methods at least to the level of the previous monographs in this series
(Asher, 1983; Berry, 1984; Berry & Feldman, 1985). It is also recommended that readers become familiar with more general structural equation
methods such as LISRELor EQS, as these procedures are now routine tools
for panel analysis. See Long (1983a, 1983b) for an introduction to LISREL;
more detailed discussions of LISREL and alternative methods can be found
in Bollen (1989), Bentler (1985), Hayduk (1987), Joreskog and Sorbom
(1976), McArdle and Aber (1990), and McDonald (1980). At some points
in the monograph, models will be presented and discussed using the
LISREL framework to facilitate the application of these procedures, but
the models also may be estimated with EQS and other structural equation
packages. The Appendix contains an overview of the LISREL notational
structure.

2. MODELING CHANGE WITH PANEL DATA
Panel data contain measures of variables for each individual or unit at time
t and at other time points t - 1, t - 2, and so on, depending on the number
of waves of observations. Hence it is possible to use information about
prior as well as current values of variables in constructing and estimating
causal models. The presence of lagged Y, or the "lagged endogenous"
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variable, allows us to analyze explicitly the changes in Y over time, and if
we can show that a variable X is associated with changes in Y (LlY), this
would represent more direct evidence of a causal effect from X to Y than
is possible to obtain in static cross-sectional designs. Moreover, the presence of both lagged and current values of X in a panel data set allows a
variety of alternative specifications of the causal effect of X on Y. In
addition to estimating the effect of XI_ I on LlY, the researcher may construct
a variable representing the change in X between panel waves and model Y
or LlYas a function of XI_I' XI' LlX, or some combination of these variables.
However, although the presence of current and lagged values of X and
Y gives the researcher critical additional information with which to analyze
change, the proper method of specifying the effects of these variables in
panel models is not obvious. In this chapter, we will show that, in most
cases, the preferred model for panel analysis will be some variant of a
"static-score" or "conditional change" equation predicting the current
value of the dependent variable YI with its lagged value YI_I and a series
of Xindependent variables. We then show that the choice of XI' XI_ I' and/or
LlX as independent variables will depend on the length of time between
panel observations and on different theoretical assumptions about the
nature and timing of the causal lag from X to Y. Finally, in subsequent
chapters we address in more detail several potential problems in the
estimation and interpretation of panel models.

Change-Score Models and
the Role of Lagged Endogenous Variables
The "Unconditional" Change-Score Model
One possible method for estimating the effects of an independent variable X on change in a dependent variable Y with panel data begins with an
extension of the model usually found in cross-sectional analyses:
YI = 130+ 13~1I + EI

(2.1)

where YI and XI are the values for the dependent and independent variables
for an individual or case at time t, and EI is the error term. The equation can
be extended with no additional complications to include other observed
independent variables, but we present the simple two-variable modelhere
for ease of exposition. With panel data, the same variables are measured

at more than one point in time, and the additional waves of measurement
can be used to provide important information with which to estimate the
model's parameters. Assuming that the independent variable changes to
some extent in the interval between measurements, and that the same causal
process between X and Y holds at time t - I, that is, 1311-I = 13It ' then
subtracting from (2.1) a similar equation using values of X, Y, and E at time
t - 1 yields the following:
YI- YI_I = (1301-1301-1) + 13(1XI-

XI_I)

+ (EI-

EI_I)

(2.2)

or
Ll Y = Lll30 + 131
LlX + dE .

This equation represents the simple regression of the change in Yon the
change in X, and is thus referred to as the "unconditional" change-score
approach to panel analysis, or the method of first differences (Allison,
1990; Liker, Augustyniak, & Duncan, 1985).
This equation is superior to its cross-sectional counterpart (2.1) in
several ways. First, by using the actual change scores in the analysis, it
models the determinants of individual- or unit-level changes in variables
directly, as opposed to cross-sectional analyses in which regression estimates of the "changes" in an independent variable on "changes" in a
dependent variable are based solely on interunit variations at one point in
time. This advantage is common to all panel models. More specifically, the
unconditional change-score approach provides a control for certain kinds
of omitted explanatory variables in (2.1), or what are referred to in the
econometric literature as individual permanent effects. If the true explanatory model includes some unchanging independent variables (Z) that are
either unknown or for some reason cannot be included in the model, as in
YI = 130+ 13X1 I + 132Z+ EI,

(2.3)

then the cross-sectional estimates of 131will be biased to the extent that X
and the Zs are correlated (because the Zs are effectively lumped into the
error term of Equation [2.1D.
However, if the effects of the omitted Z variables on Yare assumed to
be constant over time, then they drop out of Equation (2.2) completely
through the differencing process:

-l~
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AY=APo + PIAX + P2AZ+ AE
(2.4)
AY=APo+ PIAX +AE.
Because the confounding influences of Z have been removed in (2.4), the
independent variable AX is no longer correlated with the error term AE, as
X, and X, _ I from Equation (2.3) are assumed to be uncorrelated with Et and
Et_ i' respectively. Hence Equation (2.4) yields unbiased estimates of the
causal effect of X on Y, and the difference between the estimate of PI from
Equations (2.1) and (2.4) indicates the degree of misspecification bias in
the cross-sectional model (2.1) because of the omission of relevant stable
Z variables. Thus with this specification, "panel data allow for the consistent estimation of the effects of the independent variables in the model even
though the model is only partially specified" (Arminger, 1987, p. 339), a
clear advantage of panels compared to cross-sectional models.
However, although the first difference or unconditional change-score
panel model can be useful in estimating parameters in these types of
misspecified models, it contains one highly restrictive assumption: that the
lagged dependent (or "lagged endogenous") variable Yt-I does not have
an influence on either Yt or AY. As we will see, this assumption is likely to
be incorrect, and for this reason the unconditional change model usually
fails as a structural model for analyzing change.i
The Static-Score or Conditional Change Model
Including the lagged dependent variable in Equation (2.1) yields what
is referred to as the static-score or conditional change panel model (Plewis,
1985):
Yt = Po + PI X, + P2 Yt - I + Et •

(2.5)

In this model, Yt is predicted from its earlier value Yt _ i' from the independent variable X at the same time period, and from a random error term
assumed (for now) to have constant variance, no autocorrelation, and no
correlation with either X, or Yt-I• When X is not constant and has been
measured at several points in time, the effects of X, _ I and possibly other lag
values of X may also be included in the model, as will be discussed below.
This model may also be expressed in terms of AY, the change in the
dependent variable over time, by simply subtracting Yt-I from Equation
(2.5) to yield

AY= Po + PIXt+ (P2 -1)Yt_1

+ Et·

(2.6)

From this specification, it can be seen that Pi' the causal effect of X on Y
in the static-score model, can also be interpreted as the causal effect of X
on AY, controlling for initial values of the dependent variable, and the effect
of "Yt= I on AY in Equation (2.6) is simply~bility"
effect of Yt-I on
Yt in Equation (2.5) minus 1.
The unconditional change model discussed previously may also be
expressed in terms of Yt and Yt-1 by moving Yt-I to the right-hand side of
Equation (2.4) and constraining its causal effect to equal 1:
Yt = APo + PI AX + Yt- 1+ AE .

(2.7)

It is sometimes argued that the unconditional change model is only a
constrained version of the static-score formulation (Hendrickson & Jones,
1987). This is incorrect insofar as Yt-I is necessarily correlated with
(e, - Et_I), the error term in Equation (2.7), whereas Yt-I is assumed to be
uncorrelated with Et, the error term in Equation (2.5) (Allison, 1990,
p. 103). This means that the two models are fundamentally different in their
specifications, and the decision for the analyst is whether to estimate the
unconditional change model of Equation (2.4) or the static-score model
(2.5) or (2.6). There are several arguments that support the choice in most
nonexperimental studies of the static-score model.
Substantive Justifications of the Static-Score Model
First, there may be substantive reasons for assuming that Yt-I is a cause
of either Yt or AY. In the analyses of political, social, or psychological
attitudes, prior orientations may exert some causal effect on either current
outlooks or changes in orientations over time. Individuals who, for example, approve of the sitting President's performance in one month may be
likely to approve of his performance again next month at least partially
because of their prior attitudes. As another example, it is likely that an
individual's prior income is not simply a good predictor of current income,
but rather may have some causal effect on current income, as wealthy
individuals may have investment strategies that will tend to increase their
earnings to a greater extent than will economic decisions made by the poor
(Plewis, 1985, p. 59). In bureaucratic decision-making models, it is often
assumed that an agency's budget or expenditures in past years exerts some
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causal influence on the present year's value. In general, whenever the
present state of the dependent variable (or change in the dependent variable) is determined directly from past states, inclusion of the lagged
dependent variable in these situations is necessary to specify the model
properly. On the other hand, when variables need to be "created anew" in
each time period, there will be no substantive basis for including prior
values as predictors of current states?
Regression to the Mean

Even when there is no clear substantive reason for the inclusion oflagged

subsequent change can be expected whenever (a) the variable is not
perfectly correlated over time and (b) its variance is relatively constant
(Bohmstedt, 1969; Kessler & Greenberg, 1981; Nesselroade, Stigler, &
Baltes, 1980). Under these circumstances, including Yt-I in the regression
model is a way of controlling for this phenomenon, and frames the analysis
in the following fashion: Do the independent X variables influence changes
in Yfor fixed levels ofYt_l, that is, taking into account the negative effect
of initial values of Yon subsequent change? As will be shown in Chapter
4, however, further corrections will be necessary if regression effects are
caused by measurement errors in Yt _ I.

Y, the static-score model often can be justified on statistical grounds. The

reason is that omitting lagged Y does not take into account one of the most
pervasive phenomena in the analysis of change: the likely negative correlation between initial scores on a variable and subsequent change, or what
is known more generally as "regression to the mean." By ignoring the
tendency of individuals or units with large values on Yat one point in time
to have smaller values at a subsequent time, and the tendency of individuals
with small values on Y to have larger subsequent values, the unconditional
change-score model leads to biased results to the extent that explanatory
variables X (or ~X) are related to the initial values of Y.
"Regression effects" leading to a negative correlation between Yt-I and
~Y occur in panel data for a variety of reasons. One reason is the presence
of random measurement error in Y, because one source of large values on
Yt _ I could be large errors of measurement, which would tend to be smaller
in the next wave. In the extreme case in which there was no "true" change
in Yat all, all observed change would be due to measurement error, and it
can be shown that the covariance between Yt _ I and ~Y would equal the
negative of the error variance in Y whenever the measurement error
variances were equal over time (Dwyer, 1983, p. 339). But "regression to
the mean" also can exist in panel models with perfect measurement.
Because extreme scores on Yt-I are caused in part by large error terms
Et-l' representing the effects of all omitted variables as well as purely
random factors, change in Ylikely will be negatively related to Yt-I, as the
error terms will tend to be smaller in the next wave of measurement. If this
is the case, then omitting Yt _ I will lead to a downward bias in the estimated
effect on ~Y of any independent variable X that is positively related to both
Yt and Yt-I•
Regression effects are not always present in panel data, but it can be
shown that a negative correlation between a variable's initial value and

Negative Feedback

Another justification for the inclusion of lagged Y in panel models stems
from the concept of the stability of social systems. A causal system is said
to be "stable" if it will approach at some future time period a fixed
equilibrium point where the values of Y for each case will be constant until
the system is altered by some exogenous disturbance (Arminger, 1987;
Dwyer, 1983). Given that most systems analyzed in empirical research
have not yet reached equilibrium, it can be shown that system stability
requires a "negative feedback" effect from Yt _ I to ~Y (Coleman, 1968). If
the effect of Yt-I on ~Y is positive, then Y will expand without limit: If
Yt- I is negative, then Y will become more and more negative over time,
whereas if Yt-I is positive, then Ywill become more and more positive. In
either case, the variance of Y will "explode," a situation that is considered
unlikely (although not technically impossible) in most social-psychological
systems. Hence the negative effect from Yt-1 on ~Y steers the system
toward equilibrium; when Y is above its equilibrium level, it will decline,
and when Y is below its equilibrium level, it will increase.
Such negative feedback of Yt-I on ~Y also has been interpreted as a
proxy for causal paths linking Yt-I to Yt through variables that are omitted
from the model. Coleman (1968) asserts that the positive effect of Yt-I on
Yt (and hence the negative effect of Yt-1 on ~Y) can be viewed
as a surrogate for all the chains of feedback in the empirical system that remain
implicit in the formal system. As the formal system becomes more complete,
this coefficient should approach zero. Thus the size of the coefficient allows a
way of evaluating the completeness of any representation of the empirical
system. (p. 441)
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In this view, taking into account the prior level of the dependent variable
serves to control at least partially for omitted variables that influence the
changes in Yr In this role, however, lagged Yhas a different "epistemelogi-

cal status" than as a variable that exerts direct causal influence on YI in a
substantive sense, and its estimated effect should be interpreted accordingly (Arminger, 1987; Liker et al., 1985).
Partial Adjustment
Finally, lagged Y may be included in some panel models in order to
estimate other theoretically relevant parameters of interest. One example
is the partial adjustment model first popularized in economics. In this
model, some unknown "desired," "optimal," or "target" value (YI*)' rather
than the actual value of the dependent variable (YI), is assumed to be
accounted for by the explanatory variables, so that the underlying substantive equation would be
YI* = ~o + ~I XI + EI •

(2.8)

YI* is often viewed as the equilibrium level of Yas described above, but the
desired value Y* may also represent other targets, such as the objective of

an organization or, in rational action terms, the value of Y that gives the
individual maximum utility (Tuma & Hannan, 1984, p. 339).
According to this model, individuals or organizations strive to minimize
the difference between Y' and Y over time, but the actual change in Y would
equal only some fraction a of the difference between Y; and YI_ I·That is,
because of inertia, ignorance, or structural factors impeding change, there
would be in each time period only a "partial adjustment" of the gap between
the desired and actual values of Y. This idea may be expressed as
YI- YI_1 = a(Y; - YI_1)

(2.9)

where the coefficient a represents the adjustment coefficient, or the extent
to which the gap between the desired and actual values are narrowed from
time t - 1 to time t. Substituting the value of yl' from Equation (2.8) into
Equation (2.9) yields the estimation equation
YI- YI_1 =a~o+-aYI_I

+a~IXI+aEt'

(2.10)

which has the same general form as the conditional change model (2.6),
with dY being predicted from YI_1 and XI. It can be seen from Equation
(2.10) that the regression effect of YI_ 1 on dY will equal the negative of
the adjustment parameter a; the closer the estimated effect is to -1, the
more Yadjusts to its "desired" or equilibrium value in a given time period.
The regression effect for XI obtained from estimating Equation (2.10) can
be interpreted in two ways: In its raw form, it represents the short-term
effect of XI on Y or dY across the panel waves; dividing this value by a
gives the value of ~I in Equation (2.8), which represents the long-run effect
of XI on the equilibrium or desired value
The partial adjustment model
thus provides a different, although complementary, justification for the
inclusion of YI_ 1 as a predictor of dY in panel models."

Y;.

Estimation of the Static-Score Model
, We illustrate the static-score model with data from a 1987-1989 panel
survey of West Germans (N = 377) that was undertaken to model individual
participation in political protest activities (see Finkel, Muller, & Opp,
1989, for more details on the study and sampling procedures). The variables of interest here, measured in both waves, are individual scores on a
logged legal protest potential index (PROTEST1 and PROTEST2), measured through a combination of future behavioral intentions weighted by
past participation in eight nonviolent behaviors, such as collecting signatures for a petition and participating in a legal demonstration, and a group
memberships index (GROUPS 1 and GROUPSz) that represents the number
of groups to which respondents belong that they claim encourage protest
behavior. Protest potential at time t - 1 may be linked to protest potential
at time t through a partial adjustment process, whereby yl' would represent
the level of protest that would maximize individual utility, and the group
memberships variable (GROUPS2) would represent one component of the
social pressure or group mobilization processes by which individuals
would derive utility from participation. For this reason, as well as for the
statistical reasons described above, we specify the static-score panel model
to represent the relationship between X and Yover time. We assume in this
chapter that the causal relationship between GROUPS and PROTEST is
unidirectionaL
If it is assumed that the error term in the static-score model is uncorrelated with both XI and YI_1, then the coefficients can be estimated consistently through ordinary least squares (OLS) regression. OLS normally
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produces estimates, given these assumptions, that are both consistent (i.e.,
approach the true population value as N goes to infinity) and unbiased (i.e.,

neither overestimate nor underestimate the true parameter in an infinite
number of estimates from random samples), but when lagged dependent
variables are included in recursive models, OLS estimates contain a bias
that is reduced to zero as N becomes larger and larger (Johnston, 1972).
Hence OLS estimates in the presence of lagged dependent variables are
consistent, although not technically unbiased. The results from the OLS
estimation are
PROTEST2 =

.22 +
(.02)

.10 GROUPS2 +
(.02)
.30

.40 PROTEST 1
(.04)

(2.11)

A:Q

with standard errors in parentheses, standardized coefficients underscored,
and a model R2 of .34. The results indicate that, controlling for initial levels
of the dependent variable, each additional group to which the individual
belongs in 1989 increases the logged protest potential scale in 1989 by .10,
and this effect is statistically significant at conventional levels. The model
also can be interpreted to mean that each additional membership group in
1989 leads to a .10 change in legal protest potential between 1987 and
1989, controlling for initial levels of protest. The stability effect of protest
in 1987 on protest in 1989 is .40, and this effect is also statistically
significant; an equivalent interpretation is that protest in 1987 has a
(.40 - 1), or -.60, effect on the change in protest between the two waves.
From the partial adjustment perspective, we calculate a as .60, indicating
that protest adjusts by 60% to its optimal (equilibrium) level from one time
period to the next. The long-run causal effects of each increase in the group
memberships index on the optimal or equilibrium level of protest potential
is .17 (.10 divided by .60 or, following Equation [2.10], the estimated ~l
divided by a).
Alternative Lag Specifications
The modeljust estimated stipulatesthat the independentvariable GROUPS
has an effect on PROTEST at the same point in time, that is, X, is presumed
to cause Yr Actually it cannot be claimed that Xcauses Y"instantaneously,"
but rather that the causal lag for X to influence Y is short, relative to the
time elapsed between waves of measurement.' But this specification of a

"synchronous" or "cotemporal" effect is only one of several that can be
exploited with panel data in order to determine the causal effect of X on Y.
If the time lag necessary for X to influence Y is sufficiently long but still
shorter than the time between panel waves, then a lagged effects model will
be more appropriate, where YI is a function of YI _ 1 and X, _ 1 • If X is highly
stable over time, then the choice of specifications makes little difference
because estimating a causal effect from either X, _ 1 or X, on YI will produce
similar results. But if X changes significantly between waves of measurement, then the possible bias from misspecification of the causal lag is
considerable.
The problem of specifying the appropriate lag structure for the effects
of variables on one another is one of the most difficult issues in panel (and
other longitudinal) analyses, and occurs for two general reasons. First, the
researcher is often uncertain about the length of time it should take
theoretically for Xto exert its effect on Y. If a person joins a protest-oriented
group or secondary organization, will it take 1 day, 1 week, 3 months, or
6'months for his or her own protest inclinations to intensify? Second, even
if the theoretical causal lag were known, there is no guarantee that this time
period would correspond to the time period between waves of observation
because administrative convenience, funding availability, and the like
determine the measurement period in panel studies at least as often as do
substantive concerns. Given this uncertainty, the specification oflag structures in panel analysis should be guided first by theoretical concerns and
second by empirical evidence in a given research situation.
Discrete Time Panel Models
One important aspect of the lag relationship between X and Y is whether
change is assumed to occur in discrete "jumps" or continuously through
time. For example, changes in congressional election outcomes occur in a
fixed interval of 2 years, whereas changes in evaluations of the President
can occur more or less continuously throughout a 4-year term in office.
Panel models for continuous time processes have been developed by
Coleman (1968) and more recently by Tuma and Hannan (1984), and we
describe these methods in more detail in the next section. If change is
assumed to occur in discrete time, then the lag structure should be specified
on the basis of a priori expectations about how long it should take X to
influence Y, coupled with knowledge of the time period between waves of
measurement of the panel. When there is no clear theoretical guidance
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regarding the appropriate lag length for model specification, then the
analyst may attempt to determine the causal lag empirically.
For example, we will analyze in later chapters the effect of an adolescent's involvement with a delinquent peer group on his or her own delinquent behavior. In this case, a relatively short causal lag between X and Y

may be expected, as it would be unreasonable to expect an adolescent's
peer group 2 or 3 years in the past to influence current behavior. Consequently, if panel data were gathered at 3-year intervals, a "lagged effect"
model would not be the appropriate specification, and an "instantaneous"
effect model might better capture the causal effect of delinquent peers on
youth delinquency. However, if the data were gathered at 1- or 2-month
intervals, this might coincide better with the actual time it would take for
the social pressure, planning, and so on in a peer group to result in
delinquent behavior, and a lagged specification would be appropriate.
Theoretical concerns might also dictate that a model include both lagged
and instantaneous effects. Consider the effect of stressful or traumatic life
events on an individual's psychological well-being. Given panel observations of 1 or 2 years, it may be expected that stressful life events influence
psychological health in the current period. At the same time, stressful
events from 2 years previous to the current observation (X, _ I) may also
have some lingering direct effects on current psychological health, or have
indirect influence on current well-being through unmeasured variables
such as the individual's physical condition, job performance, and the like
(Kessler & Greenberg, 1981, pp. 78-79).
With unidirectional causal models, the inclusion of both X, and XI_ I in
the model poses no serious problems for estimation (aside from the possibility of high multicollinearity when the variable is extremely stable), and
so a model of the following form can be estimated that may shed some light
on the appropriate lag relationship:
YI= Po + PIXI+ P2YI-1

+ P3XI_1 + EI·

(2.12)

Such a formulation may also be a more intuitively appealing representation
of the relationship between changes in both the independent and the
dependent variables over time. The coefficients of this equation also can
be recast in terms of the changes in X by making use of the identity
XI = XI_ I + AX. Thus Equation (2.12) can be expressed as
YI = Po + P2 YI_I + (PI + P3)XI_1 + PI AX + EI·

(2.13)

Note that PI' the effect of AX on YI in Equation (2.13), is the same as the
effect of XI on YI in (2.12); in other words, saying that the change in X has
some effect on YI means that XI has some effect on YI, controlling for X and
Y's prior values (Kessler & Greenberg, 1981, p. 10).
The parameters of Equation (2.13) can be obtained through these algebraic manipulations or obtained directly (including their associated standard errors) by including XI and AX as explanatory variables in a regression
model. Similar manipulations can be performed to transform Equation
(2.12) into expressions for AX and X2 as well. 6 Because the models are
algebraically equivalent, the substantive interpretation of the results will
depend on the theoretical assumptions of the model. In models of political
stability, for example, it may be plausible to assume that instability is linked
negatively to a country's current economic level (X2) but affected positively by changes in economic level over some period of time (AX), as the
hypothesis of rapid economic growth as a "destabilizing force" suggests.
Models of political campaign effects on voters might assume that an
individual's vote depended on some initial characteristics such as approval
of the incumbent administration's performance (XI) as well as changes in
approval (AX) that were induced by events or otherwise took place during
the campaign (Finkel, 1993).Thus equations that include current and lagged
values of X as predictors of the changes in Y can be interpreted in a variety
of ways depending on the substantive concerns of the model.
We reestimate the static-score model from the group membershipsprotest example by including GROUPSI' the group memberships variable
from 1987, as a predictor of protest potential in 1989. Theoretically, the
effect of group memberships on protest may be lagged to some degree if
protest behaviors organized by groups are planned far enough in advance.
On the other hand, the 2-year time difference between panel observations
may represent too long a lag length, in which case the synchronous effects
model would be superior. The OLS estimates support this contention. The
pure lagged effects model, with YI predicted from XI_ I and YI_ I' shows a
much weaker effect from GROUPS to PROTEST than in the synchronous
model of Equation (2.13):
PROTEST2 =

.22
(.02)

+

.04 GROUPSI +

.47 PROTEST I

(.02)

(.05)

.u

(2.14)

.47

with standard errors in parentheses, standardized coefficients underscored,
and an R2 of .28, which is weaker than in the synchronous model. Estimat-
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ing a static-score

model with both GROUPSI

and GROUPS2 as inde-

pendent variables yields the following results:
(2.15)
PROTEST2 =
.22 + .11 GROUPS2
(.02)

+ -.01 GROUPS I

(.02)

~

(-.02)
-.02

+ .40 PROTEST I
(.04)

the task of the analyst is to uncover what Coleman (1968) calls the
"fundamental parameters of change." As will be seen, the methods involved in estimating continuous and discrete time models are similar, but
the interpretation of the parameters differs significantly.
We express the basic continuous time model by modeling the derivative
of Y with respect to time t as

All

with standard errors in parentheses, standardized coefficients underscored,
and an R2 value of .34. The results indicate that current group memberships
is significantly related to protest potential, controlling for lagged Y and
lagged group memberships. Controlling for current group memberships,
lagged group memberships is statistically insignificant and adds little
additional explanatory power to the model. Following Equation (2.13), the
effect of GROUPS2 also may be interpreted as the effect of the changes in
group memberships on PROTEST 2' controlling for lagged group memberships and lagged protest potential.
Panel Models in Continuous Time

The previous section discussed procedures for estimating the proper lag
structure for the effects of X to be felt on Yover a given time interval. If
the theoretical lag length matched the length of time between waves of
observation, a lagged effects model would be preferred, whereas if the lag
length was much shorter than the length between waves, a synchronous
effects model would be superior. In some panel models, however, the
influence of X on Y can be viewed as occurring more or less continuously
through time, rather than in a discrete jump between the waves of observation of the panel. For example, the effect of individuals' party affiliations
on their attitudes about presidential candidates might operate continuously
throughout a campaign, as individuals may constantly adjust their ratings
of the major party candidates in response to their underlying party loyalties
as time progressed. Organizations might adjust their employment base
more or less continuously in response to economic forces in the environment. Such models have much intuitive and theoretical appeal for analyzing many of the dependent variables typically studied by social scientists,
such as attitudes and other social-psychological constructs, organizational
change, and population movements. In these cases, measurements taken at
particular times in a given panel study represent purely arbitrary time
intervals for the observations of the causal process to have been made, and

dYI

(2.16)

dt = Co + c IXI + c2 YI •

The derivative of Y with respect to t is the term from elementary calculus
that represents the instantaneous rate of change in Y, that is, the amount of
change in Y as t changes by an infinitesimal amount. According to this
equation, this quantity is determined by both X and Yat a given point in
time. Many other models predicting the rate of change in Yare possible,
for example, a prediction of the rate of change as a constant value or as a
function of time itself, but the formulation in Equation (2.16) is of most
theoretical interest, as it models the instantaneous rate of change in Yas a
function of Yand variables that are also hypothesized to have causal effects
on YI•
In order to estimate the model, the differential equation is solved, or
"integrated," which results in an expression for current Y in terms of the
cumulative effects of variables in Equation (2.16) over the interval from
t - 1 to t. Assuming for now that the exogenous variable X is constant over
time, integrating Equation (2.16) leads to the following solution:
c
c2

Y =~(eC2M
I

c
c2

_ 1) +.....!.(eC2M - l)X + eC2t.ly

(2.17)
I-I

where e is the natural logarithm and /).t is the time between panel waves. If
a random error term is added to Equation (2.17) to summarize other causes
of YI, it can be seen that the equation is another version of the static-score
model (2.5), with X and Yt-I as independent variables predicting YI:
Yt=~O+~IX+~2Yt-1

+Et•

(2.18)

Unlike the regression coefficients in the discrete time case, however, the
~k in the continuous time estimation model represent complex nonlinear
functions of the c coefficients in Equation (2.17) and of the time period
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between waves of measurement. But given the standard assumptions
regarding the error term, as well as the assumption of no specification or
measurement errors, the ~k can be estimated with OLS, and the c coeffi-

cients above, corresponding to the "fundamental parameters of change,"
can be recovered as
In ~2
Co = ~o ~t(~2 - 1)
In ~2
c}

(2.19)

= ~}~t(~2 - 1)

In ~2

<:«:
An Example
This procedure is illustrated with data from the 1980 American National
Election panel study, which contains interviews with a random sample of
763 voting-age adults in January, June, September, and November, 1980.
Research on attitude change during presidential campaigns suggests that
opinions about candidates depend directly on individuals' party loyalties,
so that individuals who are strongly committed to the Republican or
Democratic party are likely to rate their own party's candidate more
positively at the end of a campaign than at the beginning, whereas they will
rate the candidate of the opposing party more negatively over time (Markus,
1982). In this study, individuals were asked to rate the two major party
candidates, Republican Ronald Reagan and Democrat Jimmy Carter, on
100-point "feeling thermometer" scales, and a variable representing the
differences in ratings of the two candidates was constructed so that positive
scores indicate a relatively warmer rating for Reagan and negative scores
indicate a relatively warmer rating for Carter. We call the June variable
THERM} and the September variable THERM2 in the analyses that follow.
Using a 7-point party identification scale in June (PID}), running from
"strong Democrat" to "strong Republican," as the independent variable,
the following coefficients, standard errors, and standardized results are
obtained from OLS estimation of Equation (2.18):

THERMz

-2.0S +
(.99)

3.74 PID} + .66THERM}
(.S4)
(.03)
.20
.&5.

(2.20)

Both independent variables' coefficients are statistically significant, and
the overall R2 for this model is .S9. The estimates provide support for the
hypothesis of partisan polarization in thermometer ratings over the course
of the 1980 campaign. Each unit pro-Republican increase in party identification is associated with a statistically significant 3.74 unit pro-Reagan
(or anti-Carter) change in the individual's relative feeling thermometer
ratings of the candidates between June and September. The effect of June
thermometer ratings on September levels, controlling for party identification, is .66; equivalently, the model indicates that the effect of June ratings
on the change in thermometer scores between June and September is -.34
(.66 - 1).
, From the continuous time perspective, the coefficients in Equation
(2.20) are used to solve for the c coefficients in the underlying differential
equation that summarizes the effect of party identification on the instantaneous rate of change in candidate evaluations over time. According to the
equalities shown in Equation (2.19), the effect of candidate ratings (Yt-})
on the derivative of Y with respect to t is -.14, and the effect of party
identification (Xt_}) is 1.S3, assuming a value of 3 for ~t to correspond to
the 3-month time interval between panel measurements. The estimated
constant, co' is .88.
These coefficients yield important information about the nature of this
causal system. First, the system is stable, that is, it eventually will equilibrate because of the "negative feedback" effect represented by the -.14 Cz
coefficient. Second, the equilibrium value of Y for a given case can be
calculated by setting the differential equation to zero and solving for Yas
(-co - c}X})!c2· Thus, if an individual's party identification at the beginning
of the campaign is at 3, corresponding to a strong Republican, the model
predicts the equilibrium value of Y to be 39.1 on the thermometer differential scale, whereas the equilibrium value for a strong Democrat (with a
party identification score of -3) is -26.S. Third, the size of the c2coefficient
indicates the speed at which Y moves toward its equilibrium value. If c2 is
very small (i.e., with very large negative values) then Y moves toward
equilibrium very quickly as a result of the exogenous effect from X. As Cz
becomes larger, Yapproaches the steady state slowly through time. In this
case, the value of -.14 for c2 indicates a relatively slow path toward
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equilibrium. If the underlying substantive model is conceived as a partial
adjustment process whereby Y adjusts toward some target or expected

utility goal then it can be shown that the adjustment parameter a. is equal
to the negative of the c2 coefficient in Equation (2.16) (Tuma & Hannan,
1984, pp. 337-338). In this case, the estimated a. is .14, indicating, as in the
equilibrium interpretation, that Y adjusts very slowly to the desired target.
The continuous time model can be extended to handle situations in which
exogenous variables change throughout the period of the panel observations. In order to recover the c coefficients from the differential Equation
(2.16) in this case, some assumptions must be made regarding how X
changes over time. Given a simple assumption that X changes in a linear
fashion over time, the solution to the resultant integral equation involves
adding one other term to the estimation model, I1X, with the following
addition to Equation (2.17):

s.c [e c 11t 1 C2{1,t -

2

2

]

(2.21)

1 I1X.

The quantity before the I1X in this equation will be the regression coefficient P3 from a regression model predicting Yt from Yt- 1' Xt_ i -and 11X.
Provided that there are no feedback effects from Y to X and the error term
is well-behaved, this model also can be estimated with OLS methods. For
the party identification example, the results of this estimation are
THERM2 =
-1.61
(-.97)

+

4.33 PID1
(.23)
.63

+

.64THERM1
(.03)
.,2.3.

(2.22)
+ 3.27!1PID
(.96)
_,QB.

with standard errors in parentheses, standardized coefficients underscored,
and an R2 value of .59. Converting the OLS coefficients into the c parameters of the differential equation proceeds by first estimating c2 from the
P2coefficient according to Equation (2.19) above, and using the two other
regression effects to generate two estimates of c i- the effect ofPID: one from
the P1coefficient as in Equation (2.19) and one from the P3 coefficient as

P3C;!1t
c1 = P2 - 1 -l~ P2

(2.23)

In the present instance, the estimate of cI from the PI coefficient yields a
value of 1.79, and the estimate from the P3 coefficient yields a value of
2.57. In either case, the estimates show that the 1.53 coefficient obtained
earlier under the assumption that the exogenous variable did not change
underestimated the true effect of party identification on the instantaneous
rate of change of candidate ratings. Tuma and Hannan (1984) discuss
various ways of combining the two values to produce the best estimate of
c I from the data, ranging from a simple arithmetic average to pooled
maximum likelihood methods.I Thus the two regression coefficients corresponding to Xt_ I and I1X in the continuous time model are used to
provide a single estimate of the "continuously instantaneous" effect of X
on Y.
Problems in the Estimation of Panel Models
The foregoing discussion may appear to imply that causal inference in
the panel context is simply a matter of specifying continuous or discrete
time static-score models, estimating causal effects through OLS regression, and .interpreting the effects in terms of the influence of X on Yt or
I1Y, controlling for Yt-1. However, several obstacles to successful causal
inference exist in the estimation of even the most basic static-score equation, and these potential problems will often render ordinary least squares
regression inappropriate as the estimation procedure for panel analysis.
The most important problems stem from the following possible errors in
model specification:
1. Reciprocal Causality. If X, and Yt affect each other in a reciprocal
causal system, then OLS will produce biased and inconsistent parameter
estimates, and alternative estimators will need to be found that make use
of additional variables and/or additional waves of observations in the
panel.
2. Measurement Error. If Yt- I is imperfectly measured, then its substantive effect on Yt will not be estimated properly, nor will it serve as an
appropriate control for the usual negative relationship between initial
levels of Y and subsequent change. Indeed, as was discussed above, the
measurement error in Yt- I is one possible source of the negative correlation
between Yt-1 and I1Y; but correcting for the problem by including Yt-1
directly in the model introduces bias as well because of the problems
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associated with statistical estimation in the presence of error-laden independent variables. This bias often leads to the underestimation of the true
effect of Yt-1 on Yt, and to the overestimation of the estimated effects of

the other explanatory variables.
3. Omitted Variablesand Autocorrelated Disturbances. Finally, omitted
variables can lead to several kinds of biases in panel models. Aside from
the usual specification bias that may result from an omitted variable's
correlation with observed independent variables, omitted variables in panel
models may lead to autocorrelation in the endogenous variable's error
terms over time. This in tum produces a nonzero correlation between
Yt-1 and Et, yielding inconsistent OLS estimates of the effects of Yt-1 on
Yt in the static-score model. If the other independent variables are related
to Yt- l' autocorrelated disturbances may bias the estimates of their effects
on Yt as well.
These issues in the specification and estimation of static-score panel
models will occupy the discussion for the remainder of the monograph.
Although all of these problems present serious obstacles to successful
causal inference, it will be seen that panel data often provide enough
information to estimate parameters successfully in the face of these difficulties. In addition, many of these problems are endemic in all empirical
research, and it will be shown that panel data provide the researcher with
far greater ability to control these problems than is attained in crosssectional analyses.

3. MODELS OF RECIPROCAL CAUSATION
The models in the previous chapter all contained the assumption that the
relationship between X and Y was unidirectional, that is, that X influenced
Y but not the reverse. In some instances, this assumption is entirely
appropriate. For example, in models of the effects of race or other ascribed
characteristics on an individual's income over time, or in research that
models the effects of early adult experiences on later political or social
orientations, the temporal (and hence potential causal) ordering between
variables is clear. In other cases, theoretical reasons might preclude the
testing of reciprocal causation, as, for example, in research that attempts
to model the effects of economic indicators on government popularity in a
set of countries observed over time. In these models, Xt' Xt-1, and/or ll.X

can be treated as exogenous variables in their respective equations, and
parameter estimates can be obtained through OLS regression or, if the
assumptions of no measurement error or autocorrelated disturbances cannot be justified, through procedures that will be discussed in later chapters.
But in many analyses, the assumption of unidirectional causality is not
tenable, and indeed one of the primary motivations for analyzing panel data
is to attempt to determine the causal ordering between the variables of
interest. For example, we hypothesized in the previous chapter that group
memberships influence an individual's behavioral orientation to protest,
and that individuals' long-standing party attachments determine their feelings about presidential candidates during an election campaign; but theories of participation and group mobilization suggest that participation in
protest activities may lead individuals to join more groups with a protest
orientation, and theories of political partisanship suggest that attitudes
about political candidates might alter individuals' long-term party loyalties
,aswell. In these cases, theoretical concerns lead to plausible expectations
of reciprocal causal relationships between X and Y.
Panel data- offer decided advantages over cross-sectional analyses in
testing for potential reciprocal causal effects between variables. Because
cross-sectional data are collected at a single point in time, reciprocal effects
models can be specified only with synchronous, or simultaneous, causal
influences from one variable to the other, and the estimation of reciprocal
causal effects would proceed by incorporating outside variables in an
"instrumental variables" or Two Stage Least Squares analysis (Berry,
1984). However, the success of these methods depends, as we will see
below, on the model satisfying several restrictive assumptions about the
relationship of these outside variables with X, Y, and the disturbance terms
of their respective equations. As shown in Chapter 2, the temporal component of panel designs allows the researcher to estimate models with lagged
causal effects, where prior values of X influence future values of Y (or the
change in Y), and vice versa. Further, models with reciprocal simultaneous
or synchronous causal effects may be identified and estimated under certain
conditions without making the possibly dubious assumptions about the
effects of outside instrumental variables that are necessary in cross-sectional
research.
This chapter outlines the uses of panel data in assisting in causal
inference in models with reciprocal effects between variables. It will be
emphasized that panel designs are a powerful means of estimating reciprocal causal effects, although they offer no automatic method for "proving
causality." The estimation of reciprocal effects always takes place within

